
German Shepherd Dog 
Dog of Versatility

Although the German Shepherd Dog was bred to be a sheepdog, the father of the breed, Max von 
Stephanitz, predicted that the ways of agricultural living and herding were in the process of being 
replaced by industrialization.  Thus, in order to protect the breed he loved, he embarked on a new 
mission to promote the versatility of the German Shepherd Dog.  Today, there is no other breed 
that is as versatile.   We continue to celebrate 2008 and the versatility of the German Shepherd Dog 
with July and a dog who withstood criticism to pave his way into history.

JULY
1999 North American Vize Seiger 2X VA Candian Select American 

CH Jim vom Fiemereck SchH3, Kkl1, ROM, OFA

Dog Who Defied The Odds

 



Owner: Dan & Marilyn Rossi Smith
Kennel Name: Darby-Dan's (http://www.darby-dan.com/index.html) 
Breeder: Martin Steffen
Sire:   VA Max della Loggia dei Mercanti SchH III Kki 1a Italian      
Dam:  V Hasel vom Firmereck SchH III IP II Kkl 1a    
DOB: December 16th, 1995

This month we feature a German Shepherd who defied stigma's on both sides of the breed fence, to 
pave his way and carve his nitch in the German Shepherd world.  Introducing, North American Vize 
Seiger 2X VA Candian Select,  Am CH Jim vom Fiemereck SchH3, Kkl1, ROM , call name “Jim” and 
owned by Dan and Marilyn Smith.  

Jim caught the eye of Dan Smith at a Sieger show in Dusseldorf, Germany.  Dan Smith was President 
of the German Shepherd Dog Club of America at the time and was invited in the ring during the 
judging.  One dog in the 12-18 month puppy class caught his eye.  He was a dog full of life and fun, 
jumping around the ring and making all the ringside supporters smile.  The dog ended up placing 27th 

out of a big class of 350.  But he scored much higher in the mind of Dan Smith.  Even after he returned 
to the United States, Dan thought about the dog and knew there was greatness within him.  Dan wrote 
to the owner and asked if Jim was for sale.  Arrangements were made and Jim set his paws on U.S. soil 
for the first time at the age of 22 months in September 1997.  

There were those who saw him and the all stereotypes of European lines flooded their minds.  But Jim 
didn't mind, he knew he was special and he set out to prove it.  At the 1998 Canadian National he went 
Winner's Dog from Open Class then onto Sel. #5.  Then, at the 1999 German Shepherd Dog Club of 
American, Working Dog Association, North American Sieger Show, under the highly respected Judge 
Gunther Bauer, Jim gaited his way to VA-2 Vize-Sieger in a very strong Working Dog Class entry of 24 
males.  Jim earned his majors in Oregon, Georgia, and Virginia, and finished his American 
Championship in Alabama.

When Jim arrived to the U.S. hr already had his Schutzhund I.  He was returned to Germany and 
trained and received his Schutzhund II.  Then, he was turned over to trainer and handler Charlie Star in 
Kentucky.  Charlie worked with Jim and trained him to his Schutzhund III.  

All of these feats may not seem spectacular or unusual, and indeed there have been other European 
bred German Shepherds who have titled in both rings. But what makes Jim so special, is his way with 
the ladies and his producing ability.  Of course, the nay-sayers hypothesized that he would not produce 
anything significant when bred to American lines,  and  he certainly would not produce any 
Champions.  Well, Jim took this in stride and set out to accomplish this goal too.  It is said that out of 
all his accomplishments, Jim had the most fun practicing in this area!

Jim has produced champions who have earned him a place on history by earning him his ROM.  In turn 
his progeny have continued to produced champions in future generations, this defying those who said 
his Champion producers would not produce.  One particular breeding that stands out in Marilyn and 
Dan's opinion is the breeding that was done to Eko-Lan's Fracas.  This breeding produced Best in SE 
Futurity Sel CH Darby-Dan's Eve ROM OFA...aka Eve.  Eve is now nine years old and has a list of 
merits all her own, including several Select and Select Excellent progeny in both American and 
Canadian rings and a Register of Merit earner herself.  



There's another side to Jim, that of the perfect gentleman and loyal, protective family companion.  Jim 
is almost thirteen years old and enjoying retirement.  He remains ever vigilant in his duties as protector 
of the house and his humans, especially Marilyn.  He is babysitter to all children and grandchildren 
who enter his domain.  It is even been told that he refuses to let the parents remove some of the 
children from his watch without express permission from Marilyn herself!  There's been more than one 
nervous repairman who's come under the scrutiny of his eye as well.

And what would retirement be without a retirement companion.  Jim's retirement “sit on the porch, 
rocker and reminisce” buddy is a Dashound named Molly.  This pair are reportedly inseparable. Jim has 
his own couch and Molly has her own perch right next to him and the two spend their days swapping 
stories of humans they have known and trading who's trained more human stories.  Jim listens to stories 
from Marilyn and Dan about his sons, daughters, grandkids and great grandkids and all the wonderful 
things they are accomplishing and have accomplished,  When he hears these stories a smile comes over 
his old face as he remembers all those who said he couldn't or wouldn't or shouldn't.  Jim takes it all in 
stride, just as he always has...with quiet knowing and a twinkle in his dark brown almond eyes.

We celebrate the month of July, with Jim vom Fiemereck, the dog that “couldn't, wouldn't, 
shouldn't”....but DID! 

 

        


